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In each of the following questions, a highlighted word is 

given followed by three sentences. Choose the 

sentence(s) that has/have the wrong usage of the 

highlighted word.
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DISPARATE

I. The people in the community are so disparate that their ideologies 

are very distinct and difficult for any other  common man to 

understand.

II. Ravi became disparate after the thief stole his wallet and ran away.

III. She has always got disparate ideas for which she has recently been 

awarded by the corporate.

1. Only I

2. Only II

3. Only III

4. Both I and II

5. All are correct
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INCUMBENT

I. George Federick is the present incumbent and he has 

three more years to serve.

II. She felt it incumbent on her to be there for her cousin 

during the surgery.

III. The incumbent has been awarded a new contract 

despite the heavy competition.

1. Only I

2. Only II

3. Only III

4. Both II and III

5. All are correct
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AMBIVALENT

I. She remained ambivalent on her promotion as she loves 

both her career and family.

II. Ambivalent decisions always lead to disaster or failure 

because of the lack of confidence.

III. There is ambivalency among men when a woman or 

girl rides a gear bike.

1. Only I

2. Only II

3. Only III

4. Both I and III

5. All are correct
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LIGHTNING

I. She remained ambivalent on her promotion as she loves 

both her career and family.

II. Ambivalent decisions always lead to disaster or failure 

because of the lack of confidence.

III. There is ambivalency among men when a woman or 

girl rides a gear bike.

1. Only I

2. Only II

3. Only III

4. Both I and III

5. All are correct
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CALLED

I. The marriage was called off after the dowry issue.

II. I called her around 9:30 AM in the morning but she was 

busy and told me to send a text message.

III. I was called down by my mother for not putting the 

clothes to wash.

1. Both I and II

2. Both II and III

3. Both I and III

4. All are wrong

5. All are correct
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Given below are a few questions divided in five parts 

which may or may not contain error in them. You have 

to find the part in which there is an error. If none of the 

parts have error then choose option E as your answer.
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A new-generation ballistic missile 'Agni Prime' was 

successfully flight tested (a)/ by the Defence Research and 

Development Organisation (DRDO) (b)/ on June 7, 2023, 

(c)/ at nearly 7.30 pm, from Dr APJ Abdul Kalam Island 

off the coast of Odisha (d). No error (e).

1. a

2. b

3. c

4. d

5. e
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After Chinese aggression in areas bordering Sikkim (a)/, 

Ladakh and Arunachal Pradesh (b)/, China’s People’s 

Liberation Army (PLA) have shifted focus to (c)/ ramp up 

military infrastructure in locations across Uttrakhand (d). 

No error (e).

1. a

2. b

3. c

4. d

5. e
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Repo rate is the rate at which the RBI lend money to banks 

(a)/, and any change in it affects bank loans and EMIs (b). 

The RBI raised the repo rate by a total of 250 basis points 

(c)/ since May 2022 to keep inflation in check(d). No error 

(e).

1. a

2. b

3. c

4. d

5. e
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The telecom market in India was upended by Jio's launch 

(a)/ in 2016 (b)/, when it offered free calls and cut-price 

data plans (c)/, eroding the profit and the revenue of rivals 

and leading to consolidation (d). No error (e).

1. a

2. b

3. c

4. d

5. e
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Astronauts have been visit space for decades now (a)/, and 

there has been at least one astronaut in the Space Station 

constantly for the last years (b)/, now, the plan is to push 

further on the Moon and Mars (c)/, which require long 

haul space flights and that could have its toll on the body 

and mind (d). No error (e).

1. a

2. b

3. c

4. d

5. e
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